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主要分成四个部分，共 6 章。 







本质性特征，以及 20 世纪 50 年代初期移植苏联模式课程体系的改革对当时社会
变革与转型的适应性和对高等教育自身发展的影响。 
第二部分是 20 世纪 80 年代前对苏联模式课程体系的四次反思和修正。研究
内容包括第二章和第三章。第二章是对 1956 年之后直到 20 世纪 80 年代这段历史
时期高等学校课程体系变革的过程所作的梳理。将依据与苏联模式的关系，把这
一段期间大学课程体系的变革归结为课程体系的“四次改造”：即“教育大革命”


















第三部分是对 20 世纪 90 年代以来中国大学对苏联模式课程体系改造的实践










































The establishment of undergraduate programs in New China almost springs from 
the learning of Soviet model. For 60 years since the founding of New China, every 
transformation of Chinese undergraduate programs has directly or indirectly been 
influenced by Soviet model. By the main methods of history, documentation, 
investigation, statistics, comparative study, and case analysis, this thesis deals mainly 
with the transplantation and formation, the reflection and rectification, the development 
and discard, and the breakthrough of Soviet-model undergraduate programs in China, 
and on the basis of the phases of the relationship between the transformations of the 
undergraduate programs in China and the Soviet-model programs, from the perspective 
of the analysis of the changes of the inherent features of Soviet-model undergraduate 
programs in different phases, systematically look backs on, sorts out, sums up and 
explores the development of the undergraduate programs for the past 60 years in China, 
with the purpose of grasping the characteristics of every change and development trend 
of Chinese undergraduate programs, hence providing beneficial historical reference and 
practical revelation for the current reform of undergraduate programs. In addition to the 
introduction, this thesis is divided into four parts, including 6 chapters in all. 
The first part, namely Chapter One, is  studying on the process of the complete 
transplantation of Soviet-model undergraduate programs into Chinese universities in the 
early 1950s when Chinese universities learned from Soviet Union in an all-round way. 
After briefly describing the historical evolution and basic characteristics of Chinese 
undergraduate programs before the birth of New China, this thesis focuses its deep 
systematic research on the transformation of undergraduate programs at the beginning 
of the founding of the country, the formation of learning-from-Soviet-Union programs 
policy, pilot experiment on the learning of Soviet education experience and the reform 
of the programs and instruction in Renmin University of China and Harbin Institute of 
Technology, and the total transplantation of Soviet-model undergraduate programs into 
Chinese universities after the reorganization  of colleges and faculties. After discussing 
the motiviation and background for overall learning from Soviet Union in early 1950s, 
this paper emphatically generalizes and summarizes the inherent characteristics of 
Soviet-model programs and the influence of the transplantation of Soviet-model 
programs in 1950s on the social changes and the adaptability of the social 














The second part, including Chapter Two and Chapter Three, deals with four 
reflections on and rectifications of Soviet-model programs before 1980s. In Chapter 
Two, the author sorts out the transformations of undergraduate programs in the period 
from 1956 to 1980s. On the basis of the relationship between undergraduate programs 
and Soviet-model programs, the changes of undergraduate programs in this period can 
be reduced to four transformations, namely, the transformation in the period of 
education revolution, the transformation in the period of readjustment and 
reorganization, the transformation in the period of cultural revolution, the 
transformation in 1980s. Based on the facts described in the previous chapter, in 
Chapter Three there is an evaluation and analysis of the agent and background for the 
four transformations of undergraduate programs in universities, their characteristics and 
development trend, and their overall effect. The conclusion from the research in this part 
is that four transformations are in fact sustained critical reflections on the Soviet-model 
programs and the corrections of deviation. But the Soviet-model nature and basic 
framework had not been fundamentally changed. 
In the third part, including Chapter Four and Chapter Five, the thesis describes the 
practice of the transformations of Soviet-model undergraduate programs in China since 
1990s and evaluates and analyzes the theories of these transformations. Through the 
analyzing and expounding of the reform practice in the fundamentalization, 
diversification, integration and elasticization of undergraduate programs in Chinese 
universities since 1990s and mid 1990s in particular, Chapter Four illustrates the reality 
of breakthrough in the reform of Chinese undergraduate programs in recent years. In 
terms of the changes of social economy, science and technology and the development of 
higher education, Chapter Five analyzes the background and agent for the 
breaking-through progress made in the reform in this period, examines the guiding 
ideology for the all-round quality-oriented education and the reform of undergraduate 
programs by the combination of education for generalists and education for specialists, 
and, from the perspective of the changes in the inherent characteristics of Soviet-model 
undergraduate programs, expounds and proves the practical effects of the reform on the 
breakthrough from Soviet-model programs. It has been proved that the reform has 
brought about the virtual breakthrough from Soviet-model programs both in selected 
places and in entire areas, has changed the nature and the framework of Soviet-model 














programs in China, and has transformed it into quality-oriented education in the form of 
the combination of education for generalists and education for specialists. 
The fourth part, Chapter Six, offers the revelations of the research and the 
reflection on the part of the author. In the first section in this part there are some 
revelations summed up from the formation and transformation of undergraduate 
programs in China for 60 years since the founding of the country, based on the research 
in the previous chapters. The second section shows the reflections on the trend of the 
reform of undergraduate programs in China and makes some suggestions accordingly. 
This section also contains the examination of the guiding ideology for the reform of 
current and future undergraduate programs in Chinese universities and strategic 
suggestions for the fundamentalization, integration, diversification, elasticization and 
optimization of undergraduate programs. 
The value and innovation of this paper are manifest as follows. 1. There has been 
the doubt in the theory circle of higher education that the reform of undergraduate 
programs and the model of training qualified people has virtually broken away from 
Soviet model since 1990s. Through research, this thesis offers a clear and definite 
answer. 2. .The researcher is heretofore the first one who sorts out the threads of thought 
in the evolution of undergraduate programs since the founding of the country, making 
some contribution to the construction of the programs history in higher education. 3. 
The proper way of investigating the transformation of undergraduate programs has been 
found, namely, from the perspective of the variation of some inherent characteristics of 
Soviet-model undergraduate programs. 4. The dissertation is highly practice oriented, 
since the material selected in this thesis, the viewpoint from which the author expounds, 
and cases selected all aim at providing inspiration and guidance for the practice of 
current reform of undergraduate programs in our country. 
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